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- \( q \)-constrained graph \((G, Q)\):
  - \( G \): undirected planar graph
  - \( Q \): partition of all neighbors of \( v \) into \( \uparrow v \), \( \downarrow v \), \( \leftarrow v \), and \( \rightarrow v \).
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\[
\begin{align*}
\text{\( \uparrow v \)} & \quad \text{\( \downarrow v \)} \\
\text{\( \leftarrow v \)} & \quad \text{\( \rightarrow v \)}
\end{align*}
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Theorem. Testing Windrose Planarity is NP-complete
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Angular drawing $\hat{=} \triangleleft$ windrose planar drawing
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Lemma.
quasi-triangulated angular labeled graph $(G, A_Q)$,
all internal angles have category 0° or 90°
⇒ straight-line windrose planar drawing
on $n \times n$ grid in $O(n)$ time
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\[\begin{array}{c}
\text{u} \\
\downarrow \\
\text{v} \\
\downarrow \\
\text{w}
\end{array}\]
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Triangulated graphs

Let \((G, AQ)\) be a triangulated angular labeled graph.

- Assume that \(\uparrow u \neq \emptyset, \uparrow w \neq \emptyset\) (otherwise, set \(v = u/w\))
- if \((u, w)\) not on outer face:
  - Add \(w_N, w_E, w_S, \) and \(w_W\)

\[\text{Theorem.}\]

A triangulated q-constrained graph \((G, Q)\) is windrose planar

\[\Leftrightarrow AQ\] is angular

\[\rightarrow\] draw with 1 bend per edge

on an \(O(n) \times O(n)\) grid in \(O(n)\) time
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**Lemma.**

Plane q-constrained graph \((G, Q)\)  
⇒ find a large-angle assignment \(L\) such that  
\(A_{Q,L}\) is angular (if it exists) in \(O(n \log^3 n)\) time

**Lemma.**

Plane angular labeled graph \((G, A)\)  
⇒ augment in \(O(n)\) time to a  
triangulated labeled graph \((G', A')\)
**Lemma.**
Plane q-constrained graph \((G, Q)\)
\(\Rightarrow\) find a large-angle assignment \(L\) such that
\(A_{Q,L}\) is angular (if it exists) in \(O(n \log^3 n)\) time

**Lemma.**
Plane angular labeled graph \((G, A)\)
\(\Rightarrow\) augment in \(O(n)\) time to a
triangulated labeled graph \((G', A')\)

**Theorem.**
Plane q-constrained Graph
\(\Rightarrow\) test windrose planarity in \(O(n \log^3 n)\) time
\(\rightarrow\) draw with 1 bend per edge on \(O(n) \times O(n)\) grid
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